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COVER STORY

Casino Night was a Success!
On March 16, Magnolia Springs' dining room was

transformed into a glitzy casino! The residents and their loved

ones all played blackjack, roulette, craps, and the wheel of

fate. People may use their money to buy raffle tickets for a

range of goods that our family and companies were offering.

The buffet was prepared by Chef Josh and his team and

featured the "Black Jack" chicken skewers, "Jackpot"

skewers, "Full House" cheese and meat board, "VIP Room"

sliders, and "Lucky 7" vegetable crudite.

The divine casino royale treats were wonderful.

That evening's "Face Card" Malibu & pineapple juice drink

special was truly outstanding!

A special "thank you" goes out to the Sertoma Club of Broad

Ripple for supplying the casino for the night. Everybody had

a fantastic time.
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COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHT

Community Easter Treasure Hunt
Join us for the annual Easter Egg Hunt at Magnolia

Springs.

Date: April 8

Time: 12:30 PM

Where: If the weather permits, it will be held outside.

Indiana's Indianapolis, 4926 Sir Barton Way

If you need further information, please see LaToya.

 

CULINARY CORNER

CULINARY CORNER

EXECUTIVE FOODIE-CHEF JOSH ARNOLD

“Fresh Flavors”

Fresh is best, right?  Fresh fruit and fresh vegetables are

fresh flavors.  Many fruits and vegetables have the most

vitamins while they are still in a raw state.  Using cooking

techniques such as searing, grill, and baking help keep

those.  Using quick high heat allows the flavor to be

concentrated by removing water.  Adding to those flavors

with herbs, spices, and reductions not only cuts down on

salt and sodium but it enhances the flavors as well.  

When building dishes, it is always important to think of

the dish as a whole, what works best together.  My family

is one of many that will eat each individual item on the

plate separately, items can’t touch.  When we as chefs

develop dishes and flavor profiles, we look at what will

be together on the plate.  

RESIDENT HIGHLIGHT

Janet M

     Janet was raised in Fort

Wayne Indiana with 2 younger

sisters Adele and Margie.

     Janet attend Southside High

School in Fort Wayne and

graduated in 1957. Then she

attended Business College in Fort

Wayne for 1 year.

     Janet helped raise 3 children, 

Lynn, Margo, and Rick. Janet

enjoys her 3 granddaughters and

2 great-granddaughters

     Janet's hobbies are shopping,

decorating, antiquing, and

friends.

     A very interesting fact is that

Janet was nominated Mother of

the year for Indiana in 2013.

     Janet is enjoying participating

in the activities here at Magnolia

Springs.



What to pack for the Bahamas

Go on a virtual Bahamas cruise with us. We'll leave on April

23 and come back on April 29. It need not be difficult to

prepare for a virtual cruise to the Bahamas. You can leave

heavy clothing at home and pack for fun in the sun thanks to

the constantly pleasant weather. To get you started, we've put

up the following packing advice for the Bahamas:

Casual skirts or shorts

swimming costumes

Tank tops and T-shirts

Socks \Sneakers

a wide-brimmed sun hat

formal clothing for a night out

Pajamas

Sunscreen

pest deterrent

preferred toiletries

evening sweaters that are lightweight

****Passport 

 

Join our Community Garden Club

If any of you enjoy gardening, you're probably

prepared to begin considering what to plant in

the gardens this year. A sensory experience with

a garden theme should be added to the calendar

in the spring.

The first garden club meeting of the year will

take place on April 20 at noon in the kitchen of

the residents. We'll go over the garden club's

duties and responsibilities. We'll also talk about what you want me to buy for our garden club.

It's crucial that we put equal emphasis on updating the garden beds and sunrooms in our

community and replacing the plants in those areas.

Because of the aforementioned physical activities, garden clubs are able to give exercise that

is just challenging enough for the majority of seniors. They enhance mobility, dexterity, and

flexibility.



MEMORABLE MOMENTS



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Jenny Query

Sincerely,

Jenny Query 

queryjenny@mssouthpointe.com 

Happy April everyone! 

I try to keep you all updated on the Odessa app, so there

isn't a great amount to say. 

I hope you are as excited about the warmer temperatures

as I am! 

We will need some ideas regarding flowers to put in the

flower bed out back. The flower bed has automatic drip

irrigation, so no need to manually water. 

I continue to be impressed with the foods we are offering

in our restaurant style dining room. I hope you are seeing

the improvements and are taking advantage of the specials

being offered daily. The specials will be your more

nutritious option. 

I love feedback, so if you have anything you would like to

discuss or any suggestions, please stop by my office at

anytime. 

Let's have a great spring! 

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Tianna J.

     Tianna was born and raised in

Danville IL. She moved to

Indiana from Nashville TN.

Tianna grew up with 1 sister.

     Tianna holds a high school

diploma and will be attending

college to become a Medical

Assistant.

     Tianna is raising 3 children,

All Girls. That will surely keep

her busy for a lifetime.  :-)

      Tianna's interests are

Reading, listening to music, and

especially spending time with her

children.  

     Tianna is scared of heights but

will board a  plane quickly.

     Tianna likes working for

Magnolia Springs because the

residents are so sweet and they

make her day.   :-)
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April 8, 2023

Virtual cruise to the Bahama

April 23, 2023

BINGO @ Bridgewater Community

April 21, 2023

Garden Club Meeting

April 20, 2023

UPCOMING EVENTS
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